Weekly Report by Sila Arslan
This week I prepared for the presentation. After building ODE, finally, I run the samples examining their codes. I read the tutorial about joints in ODE.

Weekly Report by Çağla Okutan
This week, I wrote some part of the presentation text, also prepared presentation slides. We managed to compile ODE with Bahar.

Weekly Report by Hatice Kevser Sönmez
This week I prepared the text for the project presentation and got prepared for it. I also continued studying the opensecnegraph library functions.

Weekly Report by Bahar Pamuk
This week, I prepared the slides for the presentation and helped writing the presentation text. And we, Cagla and me, run the test files in the ODE library and run a file created in another directory to see which files to include and what differences to made in the properties of the project.

Weekly Report by Ebru Doğan
This week we prepared the presentation of our project. I prepered some part of the text that the presenter read. I looked again the tools for sound and found osgAL. It utilizes OpenAL++, so I am trying to build OpenAL++, but I could not manage yet.